


If you're like me, you spent your formative years watching Soren 

on MTV News covering everything from pop culture to the 

politics of the day, getting up close and personal with everyone 

from Mariah Carey to Tupac, and Yasser Arafat to Bill Clinton. 

On camera, she was brilliant, funny, engaging, and utterly 

watchable. Soren started her career in broadcast journalism, 

studying at New York University and interning at CNN. After 

her (it needs to be said) iconic years at MTV, ABC, and NBC, 

she chose to study documentary filmmaking in grad school at 

Stanford University. The more she saw how documentaries were 

made beyond the storytelling-the fundraising, the festival 

screenings, the relatively minuscule audience you'd ultimately 

reach after years of toiling away on a project-the more she 

realized that it was the image-making itself that interested her. 

So she switched gears and chose to focus her eye on 

photography. 
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Her studio practice has resulted in powerful pictures, like the 

series "Motherload" where the early agony of newborn days 

and nights are layered one atop the next. Soren set up multiple 

exposures from a bird's eye view of her own bed after each of 

her children was born. The traces of night feedings, morning 

exhaustion, and the chaos of toddlers and babies all clamoring 

for mom come through in dizzying, intimate depictions that 

reveal the post-partum experience in all its messy, bleary-eyed, 

fully-depleted haze. 

Then there is "Running," in which Soren photographed figures 

racing across a landscape at golden hour. Away from what? 

We're not sure. But that panic, that energy, that need to escape 

-and fast-is palpable. For "Surface Tension," she created

large-scale images, their base mined from the internet and

social media and covered by traces of swipes, taps, and

fingerprints, just like the screens of our precious, over-touched

tablets and phones through which-especially in the past couple

years-we've seen so many images of what's happening in the

world.

To learn more about her creative process, Whitewall spoke with 

Soren, who in addition to her current solo exhibition at Laney 

Contemporary, will have work in group shows this March at 

Rule Gallery in Denver, CO, and April at Rivalry x Sams/Zin in 

Buffalo, NY. 










